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BuildÂ confidenceÂ in young readers as they learn about God's love.Devotions for Beginning

ReadersÂ will help young readers build confidence in their reading skills as they are learning how to

have a relationship with Jesus. Aimed at beginning readers from kindergarten through thirdÂ grade,

each devotional will include colorful illustrations and contain short sentences and scriptures from the

International Childrenâ€™s Bible. Also featured is a â€œtodayâ€™s wordâ€• segment, a vocabulary

word that will be repeated throughout the devotion to help children develop their reading skills. Each

devotion will close with a short prayer that helps children learn how to pray.Short, straightforward

sentences and carefully selected words allow for pleasurable reading and easier

comprehension.With interactive, engaging, and educational text from bestselling author Crystal

Bowman and award-winning producer Christy Lee Taylor, as well as beautiful, vibrant illustrations,

this book will become a favorite in your home, Christian school, and church library. Whether reading

alone or with a parent, children will build a foundation for language skillsÂ andÂ a faith that will last

a lifetime.Â Trim Size: 6 x 8
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My daughter is just learning how to read, and was given this devotion book for her birthday. I love

that it has a special word in a box on the side of the page and then the devotion is centered around

that word. The concepts are simple, yet effective and easy to comprehend for early readers. Each



devotion ties into the scripture at the bottom of the page. We've been very pleased with this

devotion book.

Super cute book! I have a little one who desperately struggles with reading. This is the perfect

Devotion for him. He doesn't have to struggle with words that he doesn't understand. I love that

there is a word segment that is like having a spelling word that is repeated throughout. Repeating

words over and over again is great way to help your child learn that specific word. This book is

written by bestselling author Crystal Bowman and award-winning producer Christy Lee Taylor. This

book is 240 pages. It is a nice hard back book with beautiful, vibrant illustrations. My 2 year old

loves just looking at the bright pictures, while everyone else reads. This would make a great

Christmas gift to a child aged 5-8. I would say, that both boys and girls would love this book equally.

Devotions for Beginning Readers doesn't just help your child read, it helps them learn to pray. Each

devotions ends in a simple prayer for your child to pray. I was sent this book for my children to test

and post my honest review. Thank you for reading!

Devotion for children who are just learning to read. What better way to progress in reading than

practicing with biblical teachings! Once the child's reading is fluent he or she will be able to read the

devotions over and over again independently. Great idea to focus beginning reading material on

God!

Amazing devotional! The daily topics are relevant for preschoolers/early elementary kids and are

long enough to explain the topic and short enough to not lose the interest of my 3 1/2 yr old. My 5

year old is advanced in reading and loves that she can read her own devotions each day.

I bought this for my daughter in a store and came to  to buy one for a gift. I love the story and prayer

layout to each day. It gives us lots to talk about each night. It is easy for a young child to relate to.

My daughter loves that she can read the entire thing herself.

Do you have an emerging reader? Are you always looking for new ways to present Scripture to your

children? Are you looking for a good way to incorporate daily devotions into your kids schedule? If

you answered yes to any of those questions then I've got the perfect resource for you!Devotions for

Beginning Readers is the perfect fit for your new little reader. It is set up to introduce a new word

each day and it uses that word repetitively during the devotion to solidify the knowledge of that



word.I will admit that listening to a beginning reader can be a bit taxing. But there is nothing sweeter

than hearing the Word of God pouring forth from the mouth of your little one. I think I could listen to

that all day, struggles to pronounce or not!I received a copy of this book to facilitate my review.

My son is in kindergarten and is learning to read so when I saw the â€œDevotions for Beginning

Readersâ€• book by Crystal Bowman and Christy Lee Taylor, I knew it would be perfect for him. The

book is beautifully illustrated with very short sentences and simples themes children can easily

understand. I love the â€œtodayâ€™s wordâ€• segment featured in each devotional that allows

children to learn a new vocabulary word that is repeated through the dayâ€™s devotion to help

children develop their reading skills.I highly recommend this book and hope you will enjoy it with

your family!Disclaimer: I was given a copy of this book by the publisher for my honest review. I was

in no way compensated to provide a positive review. All opinions expressed are mine alone.

This book is perfect for helping kids establish daily devotional time as well as improve their reading

skills. Each page is filled with several short lines that are the perfect length and level for new

readers. The wording is simple but the message is clear with a different vocabulary word featured

throughout each devotion. Beginning each dayâ€™s reading with scripture and ending with a prayer,

this book is an excellent first devotional for preschool and early elementary children. The

straightforward approach combined with fun illustrations will encourage kids to enjoy reading,

learning and growing in Godâ€™s word. If your kids aren't reading yet, its also a great choice for a

short family devotional you can all read through together!
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